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Heritage Office Furnishings

Steelcase
Gesture

RANGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Gesture supports movement between devices and healthy
postures when interacting with technology.
The Gesture 360 arm moves like the human arm, which allows
users to be supported in any position. Arms and shoulders
remain supported when texting on a smartphone, typing on a
keyboard or swiping on a tablet, helping to prevent “Text Neck™“.

RANGE OF POSTURES
Gesture supports the greatest range of postures in three ways:
through the back, the seat and the arms. With 3D LiveBack,
Gesture mimics the natural motion of the spine contouring to the
user, creating the deepest recline.
Until now, headrests have largely been an afterthought, but the
Gesture headrest is integrated into the design. The headrest
takes head size, neck length and desired range of motion into
consideration to support a greater range of sizes.

RANGE OF USERS
We know that today’s workplace has to accommodate a wide
range of users sizes. Most chairs are only designed to fit one
person: the average.
Gesture solves for the broadest range of sizes. Whether large or
small, Gesture promises personalized and custom comfort for all
users in one simple solution, all while utilizing a minimal footprint.

DIMENSIONS: 22.375-34.625”W x 21-23.625”D x 39.2544.25”H

APPROVED OPTIONS:
Inspired by the movement of the human body,
Gesture is the first office chair designed to support
our interactions with today’s technologies. Gesture
is created for the way we work today.

•
•

442A30V without adjustable lumbar supportWith Adjustable
Lumbar Support
442A30V with adjustable lumbar support

Heritage Office Furnishings

Steelcase
Jack

DURABILITY
HARD-WORKING COMFORT FOR ALL-DAY SUPPORT.
• Contoured seat and back provides all day comfort and
support.
• Swivel seat for fluid movement.
• Synchro tilt.
• Pneumatic height adjustment.
• Armless, fixed or adjustable arms.
• Customizable with dozens of fabrics to choose from.

ADJUSTABILITY
Jack adapts cleverly to your natural movements and has simple
controls that are easy to find, understand and use.

DIMENSIONS: 27.75”W x 27.75”D x 34.875-39.625”H
APPROVED OPTIONS:
•
•
•
•

TS30325 task chair with full back, swivel, tilt, adjustable height
arms, fixed seat depth
TS30315 task chair with full back, swivel, tilt, fixed arms, fixed
seat depth
TS30321 task chair with full back, swivel, adjustable arms,
fixed seat depth
TS30311 task chair with full back, swivel, fixed arms, fixed
seat depth

Jack delivers sturdy, hard-working comfort for allday support.
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Steelcase
Leap

MOVEMENT
Moving helps reduce pressure on the spine, sends oxygen to
your muscles, and increases blood flow to your brain. Movement
is healthy and your desk chair should support your body as you
move.

ORIENTATION
Changes in posture help you stay comfortable and more attentive. Leap office chair’s Natural Glide System™ enables you to
comfortably recline without straining your eyes, neck, or arms.

FIT
Your body is unique. You need a desk chair that easily adjusts to
fit you, your preferences, and how you work.

ADJUSTABILITY
Leap adapts cleverly to your natural movements and has simple
controls that are easy to find, understand and use.

DIMENSIONS: 27”W x 21.75-24.75”D x 46-54”H
APPROVED OPTION:
•

LEAPV2 - 46216179 standard height cylinder, upholstered,
4D adjustable arms, w/o adjustable lumbar support.

Leap office chair delivers full support for various
body shapes and sizes. It is a perfect fit with an
exceptional range of adjustments.
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Steelcase
Move

MOVES WITH YOU
As you sit, you move; so Move was designed to adjust and conform
to the natural movements of the body. Comfortable and versatile,
this lightweight stackable chair offers seating solutions for a wide
range of spaces in the workplace.

STACKED WITH VERSATILITY
Pull up a few Move chairs for an impromptu get-together. Or gang
together in neat, tidy rows in a presentation area or training room.
When everyone’s gone, Move chairs conveniently stack 5-high on
the floor, or up to 10 on the optional dolly.
With the choice of chair, stool, or perching height stool and a
variety of features such as arm rests, caster or glides, Move meets
every workspace need.

OPTIMIZED COMFORT
The Move chair features adaptive bolstering that conforms to the
user, providing tailored comfort for each individual. The enhanced
inner core system creates ideal seat comfort for a brief duration.

DIMENSIONS: 25.75”W x 20.25”D x 31.5”H
APPROVED OPTIONS:
•
•
•

490412V Chair, Plastic back, Upholstered Seat, Arms, Glides
490412U Chair, Upholstered back, Arms, Glides
490412P Chair, Plastic seat / back, Arms, Glides

Comfortable, versatile and stackable, this lightweight seating solution offers a variety of styles
and works in a wide range of settings.
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Steelcase
Nooi

BEAUTY AND BRAWN.
Nooi is the intersection of sophisticated form and intelligent
performance. With a Red Dot Design Award, this family of chairs
and stools seamlessly delivers elegance, durability, and comfort.
It promotes design expression through a wide range of finish and
configuration possibilities. Through stackability and interlocking
frame features, Nooi is the solution that maximizes space and
time.

DURABLE COMFORT
Complimenting human form, Nooi’s contoured shell provides
impressive strength while using less plastic. It is calibrated to
comfortably flex to support natural body movements for a wide
range of users. To further optimize comfort, while marking a
statement in any space, upholstery options are also available.

LINK. SIT. STACK.
Setting up Nooi is simple and efficient. Nooi can be placed
individually or attached together in rows. Optimize space and
time with the innovative interlocking frame legs — simply and
quickly stack legs over one another to create rows of ganged
chairs with fewer visible legs, resulting in a clean, refined look.
And when it’s time to pack up, store Nooi upright in stacks of up
to 15.

PLENTIFUL POSSIBILITIES
Take your pick from multiple arm, base, and height options to
support a variety of collaboration areas, ranging from cafes,
casual meetings, touch down spaces, and townhalls. Versatile
Nooi’s European design features an elegant high-gloss exterior
shell and a textured interior shell available in many color
combinations and endless upholstery choices.

DIMENSIONS: 21”W x 22.5”D x 33.5”H
Graceful form meets intelligent performance, the
Nooi family of stacking chairs and stools enhance
the aesthetics and user experience of any space.

APPROVED OPTION:
•

WHG6604 - sled base with seat and back cushions
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Steelcase
Protégé

ABOUT
This simple and supportive chair provides you with what you
need for every task you take on throughout your day. Protégé fits
perfectly into smaller workspaces — and budgets. Contoured for
your comfort, Protégé comes with a wide variety of adjustments
and fabrics.

GOOD FOR YOU.
The fully adjustable Protégé comes with advanced
swivel tilt, adjustable back tension, pneumatic seat height
adjustment, and upright back lock. All features that give you
custom support when you need it, where you need it

GOOD FOR EVERYONE ELSE.
Protégé carries the Scientific Certification Systems Indoor
Advantage™ certification for indoor air quality in North America.

DIMENSIONS: 25.75”W x 20.25”D x 31.5”H
APPROVED OPTION:
•

PORTEGEV 4331223

Protégé is perfect in meeting rooms, as a guest
chair, or for short-term work areas.
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Steelcase
Reply

SIMPLE COMFORT. TRANSPARENT DESIGN.
Comfort is no secret for Reply task chairs with mesh backs. Imported from Italy, our exclusive mesh is woven with chenille yarn
offering soft, supportive comfort in an airy and light scale design.
And if a classic look is what you prefer, our fully upholstered Reply chair offers dynamic support with a sleek and contoured look.

UP TO THE TASK
Reply chair controls give you comfort right at your fingertips- the
kind of comfort that makes it easy to sit for a long time, with the
kind of control unexpected in a chair this reasonably priced. And
Reply’s high-performance mechanism provides the adjustments
you need for long-term comfort
Reply is ready to take on whatever your workday brings. Simple,
easy-to-use controls provide the individual comfort adjustments
you need to make sitting a pleasure.

MULTI-PURPOSE, MULTI-USE
There’s a Reply chair for every space. Roll it in for a quick discussion or a longer project meeting. Put it to work in a conference
room. Or bring it out for big gatherings and events, then stack
six-high when everything is over.

DIMENSIONS: 22”W x 23”D x 33”H
APPROVED OPTIONS:
•
•

466452MT Mesh, Leg base, Arms, Hard Glides
466452MT Mesh, Leg base, Arms, Casters

One simple adjustment. Unique and comfortable
hammock design harnesses body motion. Perfect
for conference and teaming spaces. Designed by
renowned sculptor Charles Perry.
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Steelcase
Series 1

A RANGE OF SPACES
With a lightweight, slim profile and one of the smallest footprints
- Steelcase Series 1 performs well in any setting, from
collaboration to focus spaces.

ADJUSTABILITY
Steelcase Series 1 was thoughtfully designed with integrated
LiveBack technology, adaptive bolstering and 4D adjustable arms,
delivering the dynamic performance you’ve come to expect from
Steelcase.

PERFORMANCE, STYLE + CHOICE
Steelcase Series™ 1 delivers on what’s important—
performance, style and choice. It retains everything that’s
valued in a chair, while making it attainable for everyone.
Best in class. A new class. By Steelcase.

INTUITIVE SUPPORT
Steelcase Series 1 was thoughtfully designed with the
performance you’ve come to expect
from Steelcase. With integrated LiveBack® technology, adaptive
bolstering and 4D adjustable
arms, Steelcase Series 1 delivers dynamic performance without
sacrificing attainability.

DIMENSIONS: 23.5-27”W x 21-23.75”D x 36.5-41.25”H
APPROVED OPTIONS:
•
•
•

435A00 Task chair with fixed lumbar
435A00 task chair w/ fixed lumbar and height
only adjustable arms.

Steelcase Series 1 office chair delivers on what’s
important - performance, style and choice. It
retains everything that’s valued in a chair, while
making it attainable for everyone.
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Steelcase
Series 2

ADVANCED PERFORMANCE
Steelcase Series 2 features our signature Air LiveBack®
technology, which works through an innovative geometric design
that provides sophisticated support. The specially engineered
wave pattern is scaled to provide support for each part of
the spine, allowing it to flex in multiple dimensions to create
responsive, personalized comfort and fit.
Additionally, the height-adjustable lumbar, responsive back
tension, 4D adjustable arms, and adaptive seat bolstering ensure
continuous comfort and ergonomic support.

RESPONSIVE BACK TENSION
A weight-activated back tension mechanism responds
automatically as you sit to create appropriate ergonomic
support – with three settings you can adjust for further
comfort. Seat and backrest stay synchronized for
comfort as you recline.

DYNAMIC SEAT
Adaptive seat bolstering conforms to your shape
to create instant comfort. Seat depth adjusts to
suit your position, and flexible seat edge makes
room for movement.

DIMENSIONS: 27”W x 19.25-22”D x 38-42.5”H
APPROVED OPTION:
•

436AIR Air Back (without lumbar), adjustable arms

Steelcase Series 2 is an attainable, highperforming task chair that can be personalized
with extensive style choices.
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Steelcase
Think

SMART.
The Think chair is an adjustable office chair that senses what your
body needs. The Integrated LiveBack™ System conforms to your
body and moves with you as you change postures. It features an
advanced weight-activated seat, so anybody can get comfortable,
quickly.

SIMPLE.
Think is easy to use. The intelligent ergonomic design allows the user
to personalize their comfort through few manual adjustments.
Adjustability features:
• Weight-activated mechanism that recognizes your weight and
adjusts itself accordingly
• Comfort dial allows you to select one of four positions to adjust
the amount of back tension and recline
• Height, width, pivot and depth adjustable armrests provide
personalized support for your arms.
• Adjustable seat depth that allows individuals to achieve long-term
comfort

SUSTAINABLE.
Think has measured and minimized its lifelong impact on both human
and environmental health. The newly redesigned Think has fewer
parts for easy recycling and even quicker disassembly. Steelcase can
help you reuse or recycle the chair at end of its useful life.

THINK – ADJUSTABILITY
Think adapts cleverly to your natural movements and has simple
controls that are easy to find, understand and use.

DIMENSIONS: 28.5”W x 22-24.25”D x 37.25-42”W
APPROVED OPTIONS:

Smart, simple, sustainable

•
•

465A000V Upholstered back, Height / width / pivot /depth adj
465A300V 3D knit, Height / width / pivot / depth adjustable
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APPENDIX A
Work Coverage
1.

Work Coverage

In submitting a bid to this RFSA, Bidders will have the opportunity to select which Regions they will be prequalified to provide services to, should their bid result in the issuance of an SA.
To be issued an SA, bidders must provide, at a minimum, one region of coverage.

Regions Offered: (supplier to select regions where work coverage is offered)
( ) National Coverage (all regions specified below)
OR
(X) Pacific Region
( ) Western Region
( ) Ontario Region
( ) National Capital Region
( ) Quebec Region
( ) Atlantic Region
1.2

Regional Definitions

Region
Pacific
Western
Ontario
National Capital Region
Quebec
Atlantic

1.3
REGION:

Regional Definitions
Area of Description (Across Canada excluding areas subject to the
Comprehensive Land Claims Agreement(s) (CLCAs)
The Province of British Columbia
The Province s of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba
The Province of Ontario with the exception of the National Capital Region
Bounded on the west by a north-south line running from Petawawa to
Kingston, as far north as Maniwaki, Quebec, on the east by the OntarioQuebec border on the south by the St. Lawrence River (includes GatineauManiwaki areas)
The province of Quebec with the exception of the National Capital Region
The provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and
Newfoundland including Labrador but excluding Northern Labrador

List of the SA holders Authorized Dealers by Region
Pacific
Business Name

SA Holder:

Name: Heritage
Office Furnishings
Ltd.

Business Address:
1588 Rand Avenue
Vancouver, B.C.
V6P 3G2

Contact Information
Name: Edson Vazquez
Tel: 604.689.6705
E-mail:
evazquez@heritageoffice.com
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Authorized Dealer
(if applicable)

Name: Heritage
Office Furnishings
Ltd.

1588 Rand Avenue
Vancouver, B.C.
V6P 3G2

Authorized Dealer
(if applicable)

Name: Heritage
Office Furnishings
Ltd.

100 - 395 Penno Road
Kelowna, BC
V1X 7W5

Authorized Dealer
(if applicable)

Name: Heritage
Office Furnishings
Ltd.

291 West Victoria
Kamloops, BC
V2C 1A5

pq993

Name: Michael Marshall
Tel :604.689.6760
E-mail:
mmarshall@heritageoffice.com
Name: Wayne Cooney
Tel: 250.765.1150
E-mail:
wcooney@heritageoffice.com
Name: Dean Shaffi
Tel: 250.318.0820
E-mail:
dshaffi@heritageoffice.com

Add additional rows if necessary
Western

REGION:

Business Name
SA Holder:

Name:

Authorized Dealer
(if applicable)

Name:

Authorized Dealer
(if applicable)

Name:

Business Address:

Contact Information
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:

Add additional rows if necessary
Ontario

REGION:

Business Name
SA Holder:

Name:

Authorized Dealer
(if applicable)

Name:

Authorized Dealer
(if applicable)

Name:

Business Address:

Contact Information
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:

Add additional rows if necessary
REGION:

National Capital Region
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Business Address:
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Contact Information
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:

Add additional rows if necessary
Quebec

REGION:

Business Name
SA Holder:

Name:

Authorized Dealer
(if applicable)

Name:

Authorized Dealer
(if applicable)

Name:

Business Address:

Contact Information
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:

Add additional rows if necessary
Atlantic

REGION:

Business Name
SA Holder:

Name:

Authorized Dealer
(if applicable)

Name:

Authorized Dealer
(if applicable)

Name:

Business Address:

Contact Information
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:
Name:
Tel:
E-mail:

Add additional rows if necessary
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